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From the Editor 
   

    

The busy months of summer are almost gone…. 

Thanks for your patience of letting me work at my real job to support myself while the Secular 
Gazette takes a back-burner position.   

In this issue I’ve included several articles about the growing 
group of non-believers in the world.  This is good news 
indeed.  The poll, entitles “ Global Index of Religiosity and 
Atheism” found that those Americans who call themselves 
religious dropped from 73% in 2005 to 60% in 2012. At the 
same time, those who considered themselves “convinced 
atheists” rose from 1% to 5%.   That means about 15 million 
Americans have rejected the belief in faith.   

But I’m really wondering about the other 40%.  If a majority 
of those say they do not worship, don’t go to a place of 

worship on a regular basis, don’t tithe, don’t donate directly to a religious organization, then they 
ACT AND BEHAVE AS ATHIESTS.  Even if some of the 40% believe in a God, (possibly 
Spinoza’s god?) and even attend religious services periodically they act as if God does not affect 
nor control their lives. The poll does not include a selection for agnostics or atheistic religions such 
as Buddhism.  The ‘new atheism’ movement has grown and the pews are becoming emptier. It’s 
what happened in Europe during the past 40 years, although I think the decline of the pious will 
never reach the levels (70-85% atheistic) that several countries have become.  I still have hope.   

Every study concerning the standard of living and religiosity within different countries shows the 
correlation between them inversely related. This is true among the U.S. states and even the 
counties within the states.  It’s also interesting to note that the countries that are in the same 
geographical area but more secular have a higher standard of living.  From this we can safely 
conclude that we might not know if there is direct correlation between the standard of living and 
religiosity within countries, but we can say that the higher the secular component is, the higher 
standard of living there is within countries even in the same geographical area..  

One way to make this a better world is to decrease the about of religiosity there is in a local 
community and to support those who are fighting theocratic governments abroad.  Giving the non-
religious a place to socialize and discuss the cultural issues of atheism, skepticism and religiosity 
is one way to support the new-atheist movement. It can be no greater honor to know that one is 
contributing to a better world when this is accomplished. 

 

Bruce Gleason, editor         
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 Sam Harris 
Printed with permission 

  
 
 

The Internet powerfully enables the spread of good 
ideas, but it works the same magic for bad ones—and 
it allows distortions of fact and opinion to become 
permanent features of our intellectual landscape. 
Consequently, the migration of our cultural discourse 
into cyberspace can injure a person’s reputation in 
ways that may be impossible to remedy. 

 
Anyone familiar with my work knows that I have not 
shied away from controversy and that many of my 
views defy easy summary. However, I continue to 
learn the hard way that if an issue is controversial, and 
my position cannot be reduced to a simple sentence, 
my critics will do the work of simplification for me. 
Topics like torture, recreational drug use, and wealth 

inequality can provoke outrage and misunderstanding in many audiences. But discussing them online sets your reputation 
wandering like a child across a battlefield—perpetually. Anything can and will be said at your expense—or falsely 
attributed to you—today, tomorrow, and years hence. Needless to say, the urge to respond to this malevolence and 
obfuscation can become irresistible. 

The problem, however, is that there is no effective way to respond. Here is a glimpse of what it is like for me to sit at my 
desk, attempting to write my next book, while persistent and misleading attacks on my work continue to surface on the 
Internet. 

I receive a stream of emails demanding to know why I continue to ignore Theodore Sayeed’s demolition of me on the 
website Mondoweiss. The answer: I’ve never heard of Theodore Sayeed or Mondoweiss. A subsequent glance at his 
article reveals misrepresentations of my views and tendentious maneuvers that seem to have been made in very bad 
faith. Engaging with this sort of thing only gives it greater currency—or so I like to believe, given that I have no time to 
engage with it. Strangely, my commitment to safeguarding my time doesn’t stop me from spending half an hour writing 
personal emails to a handful of readers explaining why I think a response to Sayeed is beneath me. 

* * * 

Another flurry of emails arrives alerting me to a very personal and misleading attack on me (along with a few friends and 
colleagues) now lighting up Alternet—a website that has distorted my views in the past. Many readers want to know when 
they can expect my response to “The 5 Most Awful Atheists.” I read this poisonous and inane concoction written by a 
deeply unserious person who has made no effort to understand my arguments, and I decide that the best thing to do is to 
forget all about it 

 
More here: http://www.samharris.org/blog/item/wrestling-the-troll 
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Science NewsScience NewsScience NewsScience News    
Intense Bursts of Star Formation Drive Fierce Galac tic Winds 
ScienceDaily (Aug. 20, 2012) — Fierce galactic winds powered by an intense burst of star 
formation may blow gas right out of massive galaxies, shutting down their ability to make new 

stars.    Sifting through images and data from three telescopes, a 
team of astronomers found 29 objects with outflowing winds measuring up to 
2,500 kilometers per second, an order of magnitude faster than most 
observed galactic winds. 

"They're nearly blowing themselves apart," said Aleksandar Diamond-Stanic, a fellow at 
the University of California's Southern California Center for Galaxy Evolution, who led the 
study. "Most galactic winds are more like fountains; the outflowing gas will fall back onto 
the galaxies. With the high-velocity winds we've observed the outflowing gas will escape 
the galaxy and never return." 

Diamond-Stanic and colleagues published their findings inAstrophysical Journal Letters. 

The galaxies they observed are a few billion light years away with outflowing winds of 500 to 2,500 kilometers per second. 
Initially they thought the winds might be coming from quasars, but a closer look revealed these winds emanate from entire 
galaxies.  More: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120821094456.htm 

 
Over-Training Counterproductive, Expert Says 

ScienceDaily (Jan. 31, 2010) — Challenging yourself in fitness training is good. But 
overdoing training is counterproductive to realizing your fitness goals, says Butler University's 
Adrian Shepard, assistant director of recreation overseeing fitness. Over-training, also called 
over-exercising, he said, happens when you're "not allowing your body the opportunity to adjust, 
adapt and recuperate in response to the training regimen you're taking part in." 

. 

Fitness center staffers concerned that a client might be over-training should approach the issue 
tactfully, if they want to direct the client to a healthier approach, Shepard said. "Befriend them. 
Get to know what they're doing and why they're doing it. Find out what they are training for? Do 

they realize that what they're doing is harmful to their bodies?" By understanding the root of the over-training, the fitness 
professional can then provide helpful guidance and resources to the client.  More: 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/01/100131214409.htm 

 

Gorilla Youngsters Seen Dismantling Poachers' 
Traps—A First  
Just days after a poacher's snare had killed one of  their own, two 
young mountain gorillas  worked together Tuesday to find and destroy traps 
in their Rwandan  forest home, according to conservationists on the scene.  

"This is absolutely the first time that we've seen juveniles doing that ... I don't 
know of any other reports in the world of juveniles destroying snares," 
saidVeronica Vecellio, gorilla program coordinator at the Dian Fossey Gorilla 

Fund'sKarisoke Research Center, located in the reserve where the event took place. 

"We are the largest database and observer of wild gorillas ... so I would be very surprised if somebody else has 
seen that,"   More:   http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2012/07/120719-young-gorillas-juvenile-traps-snares-
rwanda-science-fossey/?source=link_fb20120720news-
gorillapoach&utm_source=Facebook&utm_medium=Social&utm_content=link_fb20120720news-
gorillapoach&utm_campaign=Content   
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Church-State News  

            
Missouri ‘Right To Pray’ Amendment Will Allow Creat ionists To 
Refuse To Study Evolution 

Missouri’s Amendment 2 ballot measure — dubbed the “right to pray” amendment — passed the 

state legislature with 83 percent of the vote. The amendment’s backers claim it puts important protections in place for 
Missouri’s Christians, who they say are often “public targets” despite the fact that Christians currently represent 80 
percent of the state’s population. 

The ballot language said the amendment will ensure religious liberty by allowing Missouri school children to express their 
beliefs openly in school and permitting state-funded schools to publicly display the Bill of Rights, both expressions that are 

already protected. In advance of the vote, the American Civil Liberties Union called the summary on the ballot 
“misleading because all people in Missouri currently enjoy very robust protections of their religious liberties” under both 
the state constitution and the U.S. Constitution. 

Amendment 2 isn’t simply a superfluous reinforcement of existing protections, however. Although the ballot summary did 

not explicitly mention the section of the amendment that far oversteps the precedent of the separation between 
church and state, the “right to pray” amendment will also allow students to refuse to participate in any school assignments 
they believe violate their religious beliefs. 

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reports that advocacy and legal groups are already gearing up to fight against the new 
amendment:  

 More: http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2012/08/09/662851/missouri-right-to-pray-amendment-will-allow-creationists-to-
refuse-to-study-evolution/ 

 

FFRF is successful in ending Milwaukee Irish Fest v iolation  
Irish Fest organizers in Milwaukee announced today that they are dropping a promotion that violated civil rights laws by 
rewarding Mass attendance, in response to a complaint from the Freedom From Religion Foundation. Irish Fest will now 
offer everyone who drops off a food donation by 11 a.m. free admittance.  
 
Freedom From Religion Foundation Staff Attorney Patrick Elliott is pleased with the resolution: "We have been going back 
and worth with Irish Fest officials for the past two years to stop their discriminatory Catholic mass discount. It wasn't until 
we had local members weigh-in that we seemed to make some progress."  
 
FFRF asked its Wisconsin members on Tuesday to stand up for their rights as local citizens and taxpayers. Not only was 
the festival excluding nonreligious Wisconsinites, but citizens who practice a religion other than Catholicism.  
 
"We received many strong testimonials from our secular members. Some identified as Irish folk who have been attending 
the event for years, but do not subscribe to the Catholic faith — or any faith for that matter — and felt ostracized by 
festival officials," said Elliott.  
 
FFRF, a national nonprofit with more than 18,500 members and about 1,400 in Wisconsin, sent its first letter of complaint 
about the discount in 2010, when officials refused to address the complaint. 
 
Elliott sent a follow up letter on Aug. 9 and received an Aug. 14 response from an attorney representing Irish Fest stating 
that they would not end or amend the discount.  

More: http://ffrf.org/news/releases/ffrf-is-successful-in-fighting-irish-fest/
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Climate Change NewsClimate Change NewsClimate Change NewsClimate Change NewsTeaching a Microbe to Make Fuel  
ScienceDaily (Aug. 20, 2012) — A humble soil 
bacterium called Ralstonia eutropha has a natural 
tendency, whenever it is stressed, to stop growing and 
put all its energy into making complex carbon compounds. Now scientists at 
MIT have taught this microbe a new trick: They've tinkered with its genes to 
persuade it to make fuel -- specifically, a kind of alcohol called isobutanol that 
can be directly substituted for, or blended with, gasoline. 

Christopher Brigham, a research scientist in MIT's biology department who 
has been working to develop this bioengineered bacterium, is currently trying to get the organism to use a stream of 
carbon dioxide as its source of carbon, so that it could be used to make fuel out of emissions. Brigham is co-author of a 
paper on this research published this month in the journal Applied Microbiology and Biotechnology. 

Brigham explains that in its natural state, when the microbe's source of essential nutrients (such as nitrate or phosphate) 
is restricted, "it will go into carbon-storage mode," essentially storing away food for later use when it senses that 
resources are limited. 

"What it does is take whatever carbon is available, and stores it in the form of a polymer, which is similar in its properties 
to a lot of petroleum-based plastics," Brigham says. By knocking out a few genes, inserting a gene from another 
organism, and tinkering with the expression of other genes, Brigham and his colleagues were able to redirect the microbe 
to make fuel instead of plastic. 

More:  http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120820143904.htm 

 
 

 Scott on climate change education  
Visiting the University of Minnesota on August 6, 2012, NCSE's executive director Eugenie C. Scott spoke 
on "Climate change: Why the resistance?" 

In advance of her talk, she was interviewed by MinnPost (August 2, 2012) about the state of climate 
change education. While evolution and climate change denial are both ideologically driven, the 
ideologies differ: "There are people who believe that evolution is incompatible with their religious 
beliefs, so they reject it. ... When it comes to global warming and climate change, the ideologies that 
drive the denial of this science are really political and economical." As a result, the constitutional 
prohibitions on teaching creationism in the classroom are not directly applicable to teaching climate 
change denial in the classroom. Scott explained, "it's not so much a legal issue as it is a matter of 
professional competence and professional responsibility." 

Yet as with evolution, teachers are often pressured to compromise the integrity of their science 
education: "We're getting lots of anecdotes from teachers about pressure against teaching climate 
change," Scott reported, adding, "and we really want to be there to support them and to encourage 
them to do the professionally and educationally responsible thing and to help generate support in 
communities for the teaching of good science." Asked to turn her gaze south to Texas, where decisions 
about science education affect the nation, Scott observed that the state science standards have 
improved with regard to both evolution and climate science, but it remains to be seen how those 
subjects will fare in the next round of textbook adoptions. 

While in Minnesota, Scott also discussed NCSE's climate change education initiative with Minnesota 
Public Radio's The Daily Circuit (August 7, 2012), and audio is available on-line. 

More: http://ncse.com/news/2012/08/scott-climate-change-education-007510 
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Political News 

Politics and Prejudice Explored  
ScienceDaily (Aug. 20, 2012) — Research has associated political conservatism with prejudice toward various 
stereotyped groups. But research has also shown that people select and interpret evidence consistent with their own pre-
existing attitudes and ideologies. In this article, Chambers and colleagues hypothesized that, contrary to what some 
research might indicate, prejudice is not restricted to a particular political ideology. 

Rather, the conflicting values of liberals and conservatives give rise to different kinds of prejudice, with each group 
favoring other social groups that share their values. In the first study, three diverse groups of participants rated the 
ideological position and their overall impression of 34 different target groups. 

Participants' impressions fell in line with their ideology. For example, conservatives expressed more prejudice than liberals 
against groups that were identified as liberal (e.g., African-Americans, homosexuals), but less prejudice against groups 
identified as conservative (e.g., Christian fundamentalists, business people). 

In the second and third studies, participants were presented with 6 divisive political issues and descriptions of racially 
diverse target persons for each issue. Neither liberals' nor conservatives' impressions of the target persons were affected 
by the race of the target, but both were strongly influenced by the target's political attitudes. 

More: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120820152208.htm 
 

There May Be a 'Party' in Your Genes  
 Genetics play a pivotal role in shaping how individual's identify with political parties , according to 
an article in a recent issue of Political Research Quarterly, the official journal of the Western 
Political Science Association. 

Political party identification (PID) is among the most studied concepts in modern political science. 
Scholars have long held that PID was the result of socialization factors, including parental 
socialization. The possibility that partisan identification could be transmitted genetically rather than 
socially was not considered and largely left untested. 

Using quantitative genetic models, the authors (Peter K. Hatemi, John R. Alford, John R. Hibbing, 
Nicholas G. Martin, and Lindon J. Eaves) examine the sources of party identification and the 

intensity of that identification. Together with recent examinations of political attitudes and vote choice, their findings begin 
to provide a more complete picture of the source of partisanship and the complex nature of the political phenotype. 

This article is part of a mini-symposium entitled "The Scientific Analysis of Politics." Top scholars, using evolutionary 
psychological and biological frameworks, provide fresh approaches to the study of politics and political behavior. 

More: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/091228152354.htm 
  

 

Catholic Paul Ryan loves Atheist Ayn Rand??  Read more here 
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/standingonmyhead/2012/08/ayn-rand-and-paul-ryan.html

Enjoy reading the Secular Gazette? 
 

Subscribe using PayPal micropayments to the Secular Gazette for only $.99 an issue 
 

Go to www.freethoughtalliance.org 
to help us continue to bring you the most recent news in skepticism, atheism, science 

and church-state separation.  
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Religious Right Watch 
http://www.religiousrightwatch.com/ 
 
  

Citing ‘Lost Confidence,’ David Barton’s Publisher Pulls Book On 
Jefferson 

  
In 2005, David Barton was riding high. The Texas native had been serving as the state’s GOP 
co-chair for eight years, and he had just been asked by the Republican National Committee to 
liaise with social conservatives during the run-up to the 2006 elections. Meanwhile, the self-
styled historian, who had founded his WallBuilders publishing organization in 1988, was 
pushing an ever-increasing amount of texts, amicus briefs, and books that sought to stamp an 
undeniably Christian slant on American history. 

 
It all led to Barton being named one of the nation’s top evangelicals by Time — a fact, and a 
rise, made all the more remarkable by Barton’s lack of a historical background. 
Now, however, Barton’s star seems to have dimmed. Thomas Nelson Publishersannounced 
this month that it has ceased publication of The Jefferson Lies, Barton’s latest work. 
 
Casey Francis Harrell, the director of corporate communications at the publishing firm, said 
that, due to a spate of recent complaints, Thomas Nelson had “lost confidence in the book’s 
details.” The Jefferson Lies, a New York Times bestseller, has been pulled from Thomas 
Nelson’s website, and the company has asked online retailers to cease offering the work to 

the public. The cessation came only two days after NPR’s “All Things Considered” ran a stinging commentary of Barton’s 
work. 
 
Barton told Thomas Kidd of World Magazine that the publisher’s decision was a “strange scenario,” and that he’d only 
been notified of the move by email.  The book, which purports to illuminate Jefferson’s Christian leanings and the biblical 
influence on the Constitution’s creation, has been the subject of critique from much of academia since its release earlier 
this year, such that the History News Network deemed the book the “least credible book in print.” However, unlike many of 
Barton’s previous offerings, the averse reaction to The Jefferson Lies has crossed the political and religious spectrum. 
The pushback culminated in the May publishing of Getting Jefferson Right, a rebuttal by a pair of professors from Grove 
City College, a Christian college located in western Pennsylvania. 
 
“I was surprised when I’d heard Thomas Nelson pulled the book because publishers so rarely do that,” Dr. Michael 
Coulter, one of Getting Jefferson Right’s co-authors, told TPM. “I think it was the right thing to do — there are too many 
problems to just pull and make some quick revisions. This one just has too many factual errors, too many interpretive 
problems in the book to do that.” 
 
WallBuilders released a statement saying that Barton’s book “has already been picked up by a much larger national 
publisher and distributor,” but did not specify which publisher it had found. 
More:  
http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2012/08/david_barton_jefferson_lies_pulled.php?fb_action_ids=9807730358
14&fb_action_types=og.recommends&fb_source=other_multiline&action_object_map=%7B%22980773035814%22%3A1
0151039534566909%7D&action_type_map=%7B%22980773035814%22%3A%22og.recommends%22%7D&action_ref_
map=%5B%5D 
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Evolution/Creationism       
 
Kentucky legislators assailing evolution  
   

Legislators in the Kentucky state senate are concerned about the presence of 
evolution in the state science standards and associated end-of-course 
testing. According to the Lexington Herald-Leader (August 14, 2012), "Several 
GOP lawmakers questioned new proposed student standards and tests that 
delve deeply into biological evolution during a Monday meeting of the Interim 
Joint Committee on Education. In an exchange with officials from ACT, the 
company that prepares Kentucky's new state testing program, those lawmakers discussed whether evolution was a fact 
and whether the biblical account of creationism also should be taught in Kentucky classrooms." 

State senator David Givens (R-District 9) told the Herald-Leader, "I would hope that creationism is presented as a theory 
in the classroom, in a science classroom, alongside evolution," while state representative Ben Waite (R-District 10) went 
so far as to dispute the inclusion of evolution. "The theory of evolution is a theory, and essentially the theory of evolution is 
not science — Darwin made it up," Waide was quoted as saying. "My objection is they should ensure whatever scientific 
material is being put forth as a standard should at least stand up to scientific method. Under the most rudimentary, basic 
scientific examination, the theory of evolution has never stood up to scientific scrutiny." 

But Vincent Cassone, chair of the University of Kentucky's biology department, told the Herald-Leader, "The theory of 
evolution is the fundamental backbone of all biological research. ... There is more evidence for evolution than there is for 
the theory of gravity, than the idea that things are made up of atoms, or Einstein's theory of relativity. It is the finest 
scientific theory ever devised." David Helm, president of the Kentucky Science Teachers Association, declined to 
comment, but referred the newspaper to the National Science Teachers Association's statement on evolution, which 
"strongly supports the position that evolution is a major unifying concept in science and should be included in the K-12 
science education frameworks and curricula." 

In a subsequent editorial headlined "Keep religious beliefs out of science class if we want Ky. kids to compete," 
the Herald-Leader (August 16, 2012) observed, "It is unlikely that the pleas by Sen. David Givens, R-Greensburg, and 
others that creationism or other unscientific, faith-based beliefs about the origins of the universe and its species should be 
taught along with evolution will gain enough traction to change Kentucky's standards," adding, "Parents will always be free 
to teach their children as they see fit in their homes. But religious beliefs cannot be substituted for, or equated with, 
scientific understanding in public schools. At least, not if we want our children to compete on a national level." 

More: http://ncse.com/news/2012/08/kentucky-legislators-assailing-evolution-007511 
 

The link between creationism and climate change  
What do creationists and climate change deniers have in common? Over the past few years, this riddle has been on our 
minds a lot at the National Center for Science Education, a nonprofit that has fought for more than a quarter-century to 
defend the teaching of evolution in the public schools. Now, we’re expanding to defend the teaching of climate change — 
and with it, science in general. 

What originally brought this riddle to mind was the poorly named 2008 Louisiana Science Education Act. Intended 
primarily to encourage creationism-leaning teachers to use their classrooms as pulpits, the bill identified three topics in 
addition to evolution for special treatment: “the origins of life, global warming, and human cloning.” A handful of similar 
bills in other states followed in its wake, most recently in Tennessee and Oklahoma. 

The answer to the riddle is that creationists and climate change deniers have a lot in common — most especially in their 
assertions about science itself. In addition, they are often the same people! For example, Answers in Genesis, the young-
Earth creationist ministry that runs a creation museum where animatronic dinosaurs cavort with humans in the Garden of 
Eden, also produces a DVD entitled “Global Warming: A Scientific and Biblical Exposé of Climate Change.” In another 
case, Roy Spencer, a climatologist featured in the film “The Great Global Warming Swindle,” has written that he regards 
“the theory of creation” as having “a much better scientific basis than the theory of evolution.” 

More:  http://www.earthmagazine.org/article/voices-defending-science-link-between-creationism-and-climate-change  
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God is Imaginary 

  

Proof #14 - Examine Jesus' miracles  
 
If someone were to come to you today and say, "I am God!", what would you 
do? Yes, you would immediately ask for proof. Of course you would. And you 
would not want goofy proof.You would want real, solid, tangible proof. 
No normal person, and I mean no one, would accept anything less than rock 
solid proof from a person who claims to be God. 
Why should it be any different with Jesus? Jesus was a man who claims to 
be God. If he is God, then he ought to be able to prove it in a real, inimitable 
way. If he cannot prove it then, quite clearly, he is not God. 
A Christian would say, "But Jesus HAS proven it! Just look at all of the 
miracles he did in the Bible! He healed the sick! He changed water into wine! 
That PROVES that Jesus is the Lord!" Does that make sense to you? 
Imagine that someone, today, were to come up to you and say, "I am God, 
and I will prove that I am God by healing the sick and turning water into 
wine!" What would you say? Be honest. You would not believe this person 
because: 

1. Everyone has seen all sorts of "faith healers" who can "heal" the sick. 
And we all know that this sort of "healing" is quackery. If it were true, 
then we would not need doctors, hospitals or prescription medicines. 

2. Turning water into wine... Doesn't that sound like something that a B-
grade David-Copperfield-wannabe magician would do in a nightclub 
act? There are a dozen ways that you could stage things to make it 
look like water is turning into wine. There is no reason why a normal person would accept a magic trick as proof 
that someone is God. 

3. Neither of these miracles can be scientifically tested today. Not one of Jesus' miracles left any tangible evidence 
for scientists to study. 

It is as simple as that. If someone claimed to be God today, you would neverbelieve it if the evidence consisted of faith 
healing and magic tricks. Never. Yet billions of people claim that Jesus' faith healing and magic tricks prove that he is 
God. 
Let's imagine that Jesus truly is God. What might he have done to prove it? He could have started by taking one of his 
most famous quotes from the Bible and acting on it. In Matthew 17:20 Jesus says quite clearly: 

For truly, I say to you, if you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, 'Move from here 
to there,' and it will move; and nothing will be impossible to you. 

To prove that he is God, Jesus would have moved a mountain. Especially since it is so easy. And Jesus would have 
written something down to explain himself. Here's what the first page of Jesus' book might have looked like: 

My name is Jesus, and I am God. I know there are a lot of people out there who will doubt that I am God, so let 
me start off by proving it to you. Take a look at Mount Sinai. Everyone knows that, until today, Mount Sinai stood 
near here. It is the mountain where God, my father, gave Moses the Ten Commandments. 
Mount Sinai vanished this morning, and what was left in its place was a perfectly smooth, polished stone base 
measuring four miles square. Hundreds of years from now, people will find that Mount Sinai landed near a place 
that will be called Newark, New Jersey. When scientists dig into the mountain, they will find that the bottom of the 
mountain is also completely smooth and polished, and that the bottom of the mountain in New Jersey perfectly 
matches the polished plain nearby. Scientists will be able to align the mountain and the plain, looking at it rock 
crystal by rock crystal at a microscopic level. I have said many times that, if you have faith, you can move 
mountains. I moved Mount Sinai to show how easy it is, and to prove that I am God.\ 
 
 
More: http://godisimaginary.com/i14.htm 
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SkeptoidSkeptoidSkeptoidSkeptoid    
  

By Brian Dunning   (reprinted with permission) 

Negative Calorie Food Myths 
Negative calorie foods, said to require more 
energy to digest than they provide, are a 
popular food fad. 

Today we're going to point the skeptical eye at one of the more 
popular food pseudosciences, the idea that some foods take more 
energy to eat and digest than they provide in calories, thus allowing 
you to eat all day long and lose weight in doing so. It's the ultimate in 
magically easy solutions: if you feel hungry, choose a negative 
calorie food. You can eat until you're stuffed and get skinnier in 
doing so, and you can do it all day every day. Today we're going to 
study the data and see if this is indeed the miracle we're all hoping it 
is, or if it's just another gimmicky food fad. 

Just listen to a few of these amazing, miraculous sounding claims: 

How do you eat more while losing more weight at the same time? One of the best answers is to eat 
"negative-calorie" foods, meaning that these foods actually take more energy to digest than they deliver to 
your body... Because of their surprising lack of calories, these foods can essentially be consumed in 
unlimited quantities without you gaining weight.  

Called negative calorie foods, [these] treats actually burn more calories in their digestion than they offer, 
so you can fulfill your snack craving without the guilt of a bag of potato chips. From apples to zucchini, 
these foods make the perfect snacks.  

When you eat these foods raw or in some cases slightly cooked with nothing on them your body burns more 
calories digesting and processing them than what is in the actual food itself. For a healthy weight loss and 
a little boost add some of these foods to your diet each day. Most are full of nutrients and won't weigh you 
down. 

It sounds too good to be true: We can eat all day long, and our bodies will get less than no calories. It's the guilt-free miracle 
path to skinniness that we all want. And it even sounds sciencey! 

Fortunately, this is a testable claim upon which we can actually shine the skeptical eye of science. We can look at the 
actual calorie content of the foods in question, we can actually measure how many calories your body burns in digesting 
them, and we can determine your body's true caloric requirements. Let's look at some of these. 

The Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) is the amount of energy your body burns in a day when at rest; in essence, your base 
number of calories. Do nothing, lay in bed, and this is the number of calories that you would have to eat to neither gain nor 
lose weight. Various calculators for this exist that give slightly varying results, but individual variances among different 
people exceed the differences between the several calculation methods. So, for the purposes of this discussion, we're 
going to use the Revised Harris-Benedict Equation, and for our official test person, we're going to take a hypothetical 
healthy man, 35 years old, who is 168cm tall (about 5'6") and 68kg (about 150 lbs). The formula is a little bit different for 
men and women to account for the normal physiological differences between the genders. In order to spare Skeptoid 
listeners the need to do elementary school arithmetic in their head, I'll simply state that the Revised Harris-Benedict 
Equation, like other similar equations, is a simple formula that multiplies your height, weight, and age each by a separate 
constant, and then totals them all up with another constant. 

More: http://skeptoid.com/episodes/4322 
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Atheism is growing worldwide 
 
The number of disbelievers is growing, but they remain America's least trusted 
minority. Why? 

How many atheists are there? 
It depends on your definition of the term. Only between 1.5 and 4 percent of 
Americans admit to so-called "hard atheism," the conviction that no higher 
power exists. But a much larger share of the American public (19 percent) 
spurns organized religion in favor of a nondefined skepticism about faith. This 
group, sometimes collectively labeled the "Nones," is growing faster than any 
religious faith in the U.S. About two thirds of Nones say they are former 
believers; 24 percent are lapsed Catholics and 29 percent once identified with 
other Christian denominations. David Silverman, president of American 
Atheists, claims these Nones as members of his tribe. "If you don't have a 
belief in God, you're an atheist," he said. "It doesn't matter what you call 
yourself." 

Why are so many people leaving religion? 
It's primarily a backlash against the religious Right, say political scientists 
Robert Putnam and David Campbell. In their book, American Grace, they 
argue that the religious Right's politicization of faith in the 1990s turned 
younger, socially liberal Christians away from churches, even as conservatives 
became more zealous. The dropouts were turned off by churches' Old 
Testament condemnation of homosexuals, premarital sex, contraception, and 

abortion. The Catholic Church's sex scandals also prompted millions to equate religion with moralistic hypocrisy. "While 
the Republican base has become ever more committed to mixing religion and politics," Putnam and Campbell write, "the 
rest of the country has been moving in the opposite direction." As society becomes more secular, researchers say, 
doubters are more confident about identifying themselves as nonbelievers. "The collapse of institutional religion in the first 
10 years of this century [has] freed so many people to say they don't really care," said author Diana Butler Bass. 

More: http://theweek.com/article/index/226625/the-rise-of-atheism-in-america 

 

Atheism is Growing  
4/15/2012—While the big news this week is clearly the quasi-declaration of political war on the Obama 
Administration by the Bishops, which I will be addressing when I have had a chance to fully digest it--Our First, Most 
Cherished Liberty—there is important other news. 
 
This week’s The Week reports on The Rise of Atheism. Yet what kind of atheism is it? Still only 1.5-4% of 
Americans label themselves atheists. On the other hand, a huge and growing group, now estimated to be 19% of 
the population have left organized religion. This group has been labeled the Nones because when asked their 
religion, they often answer, “none.”  
 
How to account for the gap between atheists and nones? Well, it might be cowardice, intellectual and spiritual 
dishonesty, or just laziness. But I think there is another factor. 
 
In the same issue of the magazine, Executive Editor Robert Love apparently one of the nones, reports on his own 
pilgrimage to the summit of Bear Mountain in upstate New York. He writes, “We’ve been claimed by the atheists, but 
I’m more in sync with the pantheists or casual Buddhists. I’d also include in my tribe the Hudson River School of 
painters, who found transcendence in the beauty of the wilderness and the vastness of creation. For Thomas Cole, 
the founder of the school, nature was the ‘visible hand of God.’” 
 
More: http://www.hallowedsecularism.org/2012/04/atheism-is-growing.html 
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Backyard Skeptics is “Out” at Pride 

 

Saturday, August 11, 2012, was OC Pride, 
and if you’re not familiar with Pride, it’s a 
day long celebration unifying the LGBTQ 
community and its allies while advocating 
equality, justice, and love.  The Backyard 
Skeptics were there to “come out of the 
closet,” I guess you can say, and tell other 
non-believers that we are good without 
gods. 

I love Pride.  I love the loud music and the 
atmosphere.   I love how everyone 
embraces themselves and diversity.   So it 
was no surprise that all of the reaction I 
had received was positive.  Many stopped 
by to vent about their religious upbringing, 
many stopped by in utter shock that there 
was an Atheist group existed and eagerly 
took the fliers and signed on the mailing 
list.  Others stopped by and told me that 
they had a religious upbringing, but didn’t 
believe in a god per se.  They simply 
believed in a “higher power.”  There was 
one young lady that stood out to me, 
however.  She ushered me to the side of 
the booth and whispered, “Can I have a 
flyer, I’m with a bunch of religious friends.”  
I handed her the flier and before I could 
say anything she took off. 

This is the second time I’ve participated in an Atheist Outreach event and it is something that not only 
do I feel is important, but necessary for our community.  We are group that are no strangers to being 
shunned and ostracized by friends and family.  We struggle everyday in the battle for separation of 
church and state and fighting for equality for all.  But above all, we are a group of people who 
advocate reason, logic, and science.  What was it that Sam Harris said?  “There is no society in 
human history that ever suffered because its people became too reasonable1.”  I look forward to 
working a booth at Pride for many years to come, but I also look forward to the day we non-believers 
truly organize for a greater cause. Let’s be out and proud guys. ~Jenn Ramirez 

 
Ed.  One reason Backyard Skeptics supports the gay community is that as atheists, we are watching their political 
maneuvering very carefully, as we might be the next minority who will be discriminated against. We also support gay 
rights as we now know being gay is not a ‘choice’  It’s how God made us (hehe).
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Backyard Skeptics Outreach Program, August 2012 
 

It Was My First Time...By Cat 
 
On August 18 I went to my first PUBLIC atheist outreach with Bruce Gleason from Backyard 
Skeptics at The Huntington Beach Pier. It was a hot summer day I arrived about 1:30pm.  
On one side of the pier was Backyard Skeptics, across from us was Ray Comfort the 
evangelistic open-air preacher.  
 
I was welcomed and introduced to my fellow 
heathens, and shown a couple of signs I could use to 
promote atheism and skepticism. The one I picked 
said “Worship me, or I'll send you to an eternal hell. 

Have a Nice Day... god”. On the back was about the “Separation of Church and 
State” (see photo).  
 
There were a lot of friendly people and some came right up to us and said ‘where di 
I sign up?”  Others were fence-sitters who came up to us to discuss the issue of 
believing in religion. I am not sure of the amount of signatures we ended up with for the day but it filled at least a page. 
Some people laughed and shook their heads, others gave the thumbs up or took pictures.  Some were obviously enjoying 
the program by smiling or nodding their heads in approval.   
 
The looks I got from several theist women was that of disgust. How could anyone promote such a thing? Some demanded 
to know what am I doing there if I am not out to “convert” good Christians? “What is the point?” I explained to them that as 
someone who has been a non-believer all my life I have never “fit in” with Christian family and friends who told me there 
was something “wrong” with me for not being able to bring Christ into my heart.  I told them that there are others who also 
might feel like an outcast, I was there to let them know they are not the only ones who feel that way, and there are groups 
for those non-theists..  
 
At one point I was told I should not be there, and if I am going to remain I need to 
stay on “the atheist” side of the pier. One woman was so rude I refused to engage 
with her and she left in huff. Another one that was a creationist that I had a 
conversation with proceeded to let me know my son is going to burn in hell and 
how does that make me feel? (how Christian…..).  I told her that was an abusive 
thing to say and if she would like to talk to more to please refrain from damning my 
child. After a couple examples she understood and accepted my terms. We went 
on to have an interesting chat even though I was not sure if I was able to help her 
understand that we are all just people and atheists do love and help others just as some Christians do. We just do it 
because... not because we expect a reward.  She did walk away still feeling a bit smug and full of herself since the last 
thing she told me was she “hopes I can find wisdom within my heart.”  
 
It was a fun day!! Interesting to see the reactions, positive and negative. Will I do it again? In a heartbeat!! :)  
 
 

From Paul Z.: 

"If there are better ways to spend a lovely day under the California sun than at a beach, 
then I do not know them. What's even better is when you're doing it to spread a message 
and have a little fun talking to perfect strangers about what many American still view as a 
controversial subject: Belief, or the lack thereof. Every so often, Backyard Skeptics 
reaches out to the public – an outreach program, if you will – at some heavily trafficked 
place, and the Huntington Beach Pier is both proximal and popular enough to make it a 
perfect spot. 
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By and large, the day blew by quietly, with the vast majority of passerby remaining 
carefully neutral, walking on their way to one place or another and, if curious at all, 
merely glancing before leaving. A large number of people actually stopped for a few 
positive words, or, in passing, threw a friendly thumbs up or a shout of 
encouragement, running by for high-fives or, in one memorable case, 
complimenting us on our courage and asking if some of us want to go to a party 
and get wasted. To each their own, as they say. I have to admit some 
disappointment when it came time to tear up offensive verses from the Bible, for 
there was hardly anyone to see it and only our own members watching with any 
interest. 

Letting other atheists know that we exist was the main purpose of our mission, but 
hardly the most interesting. No, I was looking forward to the sort of attention that such outreach efforts inevitably bring, no 
matter how polite and friendly you are. Oh, certainly, that wasn't really what we were there for, but I've always believed in 
catching opportunity when it knocks – preferably with a trap door under the welcome mat. 

Some of our members and readers may be familiar with Ray Comfort (infamously known as the “Banana Man,”) but he, 
frankly, was the least interesting part of the visit. Comfort and his ilk are distressingly predictable, and that makes them 
boring to encounter more than once. Bruce Gleason, our leader, had a great deal of entertainment debating him and his 
merry men, but I'll leave that story to him. 

Back at the table we had set up, a variety of people had come to object to our 
existence, and each had their own special flavor: 

Early on, a pair of nice young women came by to tell me quite seriously that God 
had made me, by virtue of my male gender alone, a greater spiritual leader than 
they. As they were completely unable to find any reason why this might be so, 
despite my helping them with questions that might point their way to something, I 
may be forced to conclude that they might be right, at least in this particular 
instance. If that was the best spiritual leadership they could muster, clearly they 
need to let someone, be he man or be she woman, take the helm. 

Almost right on their heels came a master psychologist. She must have been, for 
she immediately deemed herself qualified to diagnose all of us with bitterness and empty need. If she's correct, I spent a 
great afternoon talking with interesting people because I have a hole filled with doubt and wanted to bring others down 
with me. I should have asked her for a prescription before she left... 

Some time later, a repeat customer in a yellow shirt delivered his own miniature version of the Gish Gallop, an infamous 
creationist debate tactic whereby you flood a conversation with points that can be answered, if only you had the time to 
research them or simply knew the answers on the spot, none of which prove the point 
the debater wants and only serves to try and make the opponent look foolish. There is 
simply no point debating some people. 

We cannot really conclude this without naming the crowning achievement of the day, 
the most perfect comment I have ever had the presence of listening to. Brace 
yourselves, no one can contain the raw irony embedded here: 

“No, I don't like that you people get to be out here and say what you want. You're 
making people think and question their beliefs, and that is wrong.” 

Well. I can't possibly top that for a finisher. Good night, and good luck!" 

  
Join BYS’s Meetup group HERE 
http://www.meetup.com/Backyard-Skeptics/ 
 
Contribute $4/month to our local organization HERE 
http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/bys-semi-annual-dues/
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Backyard Skeptics 

is part of the Freethought Alliance, a 501C3 grass-roots organization 
based in Villa Park, CA which sponsors monthly meetings with 
interesting secular speakers, dinner-and-a-movie nights, science-
oriented field trips, outreach programs for letting others know about 
our secular community and atheist advocacy programs. If you are 
local to Orange County you are welcome to join out meetup group to 
receive announcements of upcoming events.   

http://www.backyardskeptics.com and search for Backyard Skeptics 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Click the 
icon or any 
of the below 
news 
sections.  

  

   

Political News   

 
Science News  

Church-State News  

Evolution/Creationism News  
 

Climate Change News  
 
And our latest news column:  

Really Crazy New s  

 

Backyard Skeptics Events  
http://backyardskeptics.com/wordpress/events2/ 

  
BYS has many fun and education events such as field 
trips and lectures, movie & dinner nights and psychic 
parties. Join us! 

 Sept 30 – Book of Mormon play in Los Angeles 

Nov 10 - Private viewing on the 60" telescope at the Mt 
Wilson Observatory $55 

 

 
Future events:   

Go-Kart ‘SPEED’ night with dinner 

Blackstar Canyon visit with the OC Astronomers Club 

Habitat for Humanity volunteer day 

Music Appreciation night – rock, classical and jazz 

Borego Springs overnighter with the OC Astronomy Club 

  

 

 

Enjoy reading the Secular Gazette? 
 

Subscribe using PayPal micropayments to the Secular Gazette for only $.99 an issue 
 

Go to www.freethoughtalliance.org 
to help us continue to bring you the most recent news in skepticism, atheism, science and 

church-state separation.  
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Secular DVDS from  

FreethoughtAlliance.org  and 
BackyardSkeptics.com  
 

Both of these sites have one of the largest 
selections of secular DVDs available 
anywhere.  Most DVDs are only $10.  Make a 
contribution to your secular organizations by 
ordering one of our entertaining and 
educational DVDs 
 
 
The 2012 Orange County Freethought Alliance 
Conference 3-DVD set.  18 wonderful speakers.  
Enlightening, Educational and inspiring.  $45 
 

Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion: An Anthropological 
Survey of the Supernatural World with Adrian Novotny, 
Ph.D. $10 special 

Thomas Quinn - ”God Needs Therapy” (a comedy) $12 

 

Dr. Richard Carrier;  How Christianity Began Is Proof 
Enough It's Bunk $12 
 
San Diego Secular Humanist Conference 2011 -  
Entertaining speakers, engaging insights and thought-
provoking lectures. 2 DVDs  $45 
 
Ali Ayaan Hirsi      Ali is a spokesperson for human 
rights and a proponent against female  
mutilation in Muslim countries. Her riveting personal 
story is told with the help a local  

journalist, Jill Stewart. $10 
 
Sean McDowell vs. BYS - Commonalities of 
Christians and Atheists 
Sean visits Backyard Skeptics, then Bruce Gleason 
and Mark Smith visit Sean's church in  
San Juan Capistrano  A 2-DVD set.  $15 
 
Sarah Dunn -   Atheists in Prison: How the law, 
culture, psychology shape prison Populations  $10 
 
Dave Richards - Exploring logical fallacies and how to 
identify them $10 
 
Eugenie Scott - Creationism, evolution, education, 
and politics,  Taped at Chapman University, Orange 
CA  $10 
 
Orange County 2010 Freethought   
Alliance Conference 2- DVD set 
Enjoy 12 full-length seminars and an evening 
discussion panel for only $30     
 
Does God of the Bible Exist?   A 6- 
Person Panel Debate, December 2009   $20       
   
"The God Question" - 
 Debate between Shermer & De'Souza   $10 
 
Bruce Gleason - "Why Am I Am Atheist" speech at 
Calvary Church, Costa Mesa, CA  $10 
 
Dan Barker 2 DVD set   - Jesus Myth or  Fiction?   
and Why I Became An Atheist  $20 
 
Chris Mooney - The War on Science: What Have We 
Learned?  CFI lecture  $10 
 
John Shook - The God Theory is Dead   CFI lecture  
$10 
 
Edward Tabash - America at the Crossroads  $10 
 
Sean Carroll - The Origin of the Universe and the 
Arrow of Time    CFI lecture$10 
 
Ross Blocher - Swaddling Cloth out of Whole Cloth: 
Problems with the Nativity Story    CFI lecture $10 
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National Secular Links 
Here are several secular links to other 
organizations supporting secularism, science and 
skepticism around the world: 
Americans United for Church and State Separation, 
National    au.org 
 
American Humanist Assoc.    americanhumanist.org 
Atheist Alliance International    atheistalliance.org 
American Atheists    atheists.org 
Military Assoc. of Atheists and Freethinkers     
ACLU.org 
BERTRAND RUSSELL  SOCIETY    
www.users.drew.edu/~jlenz/brs.html 
CFI  centerforinquiry.net 
camp-quest.org 
Freedom From Religion Foundation  ffrf.org 
jennymccarthybodycount.com 
Meetup.com (search for humanist, agnostic, atheists or 
church and state in your area) 
National Center for Science Education    ncse.com 
People for the American Way     pfaw.org 
Richarddawkinsfoundation.org 
James Randi Educational Foundation    randi.org/site 
Southern California Secular Humanist Conference.org 
(in San Diego) 
Whatstheharm.net 

 

 
Local Southern California groups and 
links 
Ateos Unidos: The group for Spanish speakers!  

3rd Saturdays at 11 a.m. at the Center for Inquiry 

West, 4773 Hollywood Blvd. 

Contact Liliana at 323-466-4223.  

Americans United     Meets the third Sunday of the 

month at 1:30pm at the Irvine Ranch Water 
District 15600 Sand Canyon Ave. Irvine, 
CA 92618  http://www.au-oc.org/ 
 

AU General Meeting: 4th Sundays, 11:00 a.m. at 

Center for Inquiry West,  

4773 Hollywood Blvd. Presentation followed by lunch 

and afternoon activity.  

Board meets briefly at 10:30 a.m. for members’ 

concerns. Childcare is available.  

http://atheists.meetup.com/705/  

 

Adopt-a-Highway: Help us keep our roads clean in the 

name of atheism!  

AU hosts the southbound strip of the Glendale 

Freeway, Hwy 2, south of the 210. 

Keeping the road clean allows us to keep our signage 

there. Good exercise, and fun company! Two 

Saturdays a month. Dates vary. Contact Steve 310-

670-7131  

 

BackyardSkeptics.com – meets once a month in Villa 

Park (Orange County)  also see meetup.com/backyard-

skeptics 

Center for Inquiry -Lectures 1st and 3rd Sundays, 

11a.m. 4773 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles.  

Free for members of CFI, $6 for non-members  

http://centerforinquiry.net/la  

San Diego Coalition of Reason 

FreethoughtAllaince.org – sponsors debates and events 

in southern California 

Free Thinkers for Liberty.org    Freethinkers for Liberty 

is an organization of humanists and others who reject all 

superstition, in favor of rationality and critical thinking, 

who also respect the freedoms our forefathers described 

in the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 

 

Freethinkers Toastmasters: Want to improve your 

speaking abilities in a fun and supportive group?  

Join FTTM on 2nd & 4th Saturdays at 2 p.m. at the 

Center for Inquiry West. 

More information: David: 310-479-6318. 

http://www.freethinkersclub.org  

 

GALAH: Gay and Lesbian Atheists and Humanists- 2nd 

Sundays, 1 p.m.,  

Center for Inquiry West, 4773 Hollywood Blvd.  

Contact Ken Wolverton 818-554-9858 or  

galahla@aol.com   

 

Generation Atheist: A meeting group for atheists in 

their 20s and 30s, 3rd Sundays, location changes 

monthly. http://atheists.meetup.com/724/Hollywood/ 

East LA: 2nd Tuesdays, 7 p.m. at Atwater Village in 

Glendale .Contact Steven Gibson 562-900-2834. 

http://atheists.meetup.com/212/ 

 

Humanist Association of Orange County     Meets the 

third Sunday of the month at 1:30pm at the Irvine 

Ranch Water District 15600 Sand Canyon Ave. Irvine, 

CA 92618 http://www.meetup.com/OCHumanists 

Humanist Association of Los Angeles: 2nd Sunday, 

11:00 a.m.,  

Colorado Center Community Room (same as Yahoo 

Center), 

2500 Broadway, Santa Monica (near corner of 26th 

Avenue and Broadway); Contact: Larry Taylor 310-

479-2236,  

larry-a-taylor@att.net  
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Inland Empire: 1st Wednesday, 7 p.m., Riverside 

Unitarian Church 3657 Lemon St., Riverside Contact 

JanGoings@aol.com  

http://atheists. meetup.com/ 499/  

 

Lancaster “Antelope Valley Freethinkers” 4th Thurs., 

7pm, Camille’s Garden Cafe, Lancaster  

http://atheists. meetup.com/ 615/  

 

Long Beach: 3rd Fridays, 7 p.m., at Hometown Buffet, 

290 E. 4th St. 

Meal cost is $16. Contact Rodney 562-437- 4370 or 

Hank Schultz, 

whschultz@mac.com. 

http://atheists.meetup.com/487/  

 

Orange County Atheists, meets one a month at the 

IHOP across from OC Airport  

http://www.ocatheists.com/  

 

Orange County Atheist United Chapter: 2nd Sundays, 

10:30 a.m.,  

Tee Room, 3100 Irvine Ave Newport Beach  

Contact Norman 310-408-8653 (cell).  

 

Atheists United San Fernando Valley: 3rd Thursday, 

6:30 p.m., Kountry Folks Restaurant,  

on Sepulveda Blvd. and Chase St.  

Contact Henry at 818-988-2806, after 5:00 p.m. 

http://atheists.meetup.com/614/  

 

San Diego New Atheists and Agnostics   

http://www.meetup.com/atheists-518/ 

Atheists United  Santa Clarita: 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m., 

at Greenhouse Café, 26586 Bouquet Cyn. Rd., Santa 

Clarita  http://atheists.meetup.com/670/  

 

Atheists United  South Bay/Torrance: 3rd Sundays, 

7p.m., At Marie Callender’s, 2979 Artesia Blvd, 

Redondo Beach   http://atheists.meetup.com/729/  

 

Atheists United   Ventura: 4th Mondays, 7pm, 

E.P. Foster Library, 651 E Main Street, Ventura.  

Contact Brian Parra for info: 805-794-4714, 

venturaatheists@yahoo.com 

http://atheists.meetup.com/494/  

 

Ventura “Freethought Parents Network”:  

Kids playgroup meets every Tuesday at 11am, 

Locations subject to change 

http://www.meetup.com/freethoughtparents/  

 

WestValley Secular Humanists: Last Sundays, 2 p.m.,  

Daphne’s Greek Café, 5780 Canoga Ave. Unit B, 

Woodland Hills 

http://secularhumanism.meetup.com/17/  

 

Enjoy reading the Secular 
Gazette? 

 
Subscribe using PayPal 

micropayments to the Secular 
Gazette for only $.99 an issue 

 
Go to 

www.freethoughtalliance.org 
to help us continue to bring you 

the most recent news in 
skepticism, atheism, science and 

church-state separation.  
 

 


